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FASTPAY POLITICAL+
2024 planning has already begun! Does your team have a best-in-class political payments 
platform? With seamless Strata and QuickBooks integrations, automated overnight checks, 
and support for payments to digital media suppliers, FastPay Political+ eliminates the stress 
behind payments.
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HOW IT WORKS 
FastPay Political+ is our premium offering for political agencies 
looking to automate the buy to pay process. FastPay Political+ is 
a necessity for agencies preparing for 2024.

ABOUT FASTPAY 
FastPay, an AvidXchange company, powers smarter payments across 
the media ecosystem. We’re the largest political payments provider, 
processing over $1 billion+ in transaction volume in the 2022 election cycle.

LEARN MORE

To learn more about FastPay 
Political+ contact us at 
bfrazier@avidxchange.com. 

Strata integration allows agencies to quickly and seamlessly 
transfer media buy data directly to FastPay’s ePay platform for 
review and processing, reducing unnecessary delays.

Our QuickBooks integration writes back all payment data to your 
QuickBooks account and vendor matching tech prevents saving 
duplicate vendor data. This keeps your system up to date and 
reduces time wasted on data entry.

Access to fully automated check services saves you time. Every 
FastPay check comes with a digital check copy sent directly to 
your preferred contact, embedded tracking numbers with status 
updates, and multiple shipping methods.

FastPay’s card management module lets you create, manage, and 
reconcile virtual multi-use credit cards with ease. View all active 
cards in one place, manage campaign and client budgets, and 
access detailed transaction reports for streamlined reconciliation.

We worked with political agencies to design a refund management 
offering that streamlines the process. FastPay provides the 
same campaign buy data you include initially, so you can easily 
reallocate or identify funds by client post-campaign.

FASTPAY POLITICAL+ 
BENEFITS

• Automated check 
issuing

• Optimized digital ad 
buying tools

• Seamless Strata 
integration 

• Comprehensive 
Quickbooks integration
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